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Collection Summary

Repository  Ballets Russes Archives at the University of Oklahoma School of Dance
Collection  Barbara McGinnis
Title  Barbara McGinnis Collection
Dates:  2000
Quantity  1 oversize box, 1 folder
Abstract  Barbara McGinnis, an American dancer, performed with the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo. Her collection includes a book and a book proof.

Identification  BM-010

Biographical Note

Barbara McGinnis performed with the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo from 1952-1956. She taught at Cal State-Fullerton until 2005.

Scope and Content Note

The Barbara McGinnis Collection contains one book.

Organization of the Barbara McGinnis Collection

Book

Restrictions

Restriction of Access

The Barbara McGinnis Collection is currently unavailable to researchers. When the Ballets Russes Archive is open to researchers, the collection will be open to researchers without restrictions.

Index Terms

The following are selected search terms used in the collection

Ballet -- 1950-1960
Ballet dancers--1950-1960
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo
Book
Administrative Information

Provenance
The collection was donated by Barbara McGinnis-Arms in May 2010.

Processing History
The collection was inspected and databased by the Archive in 2012.
Detailed Description of the Collection

The following section contains a detailed listing of the materials in the collection.

Small Collections Manuscripts Box 2
Folder  Reminisces II of Ballets Russes Dancers
1
       BM-010-B001   2000 June
       Book of personal experiences of Ballets Russes dancers.
       Autographed by Barbara McGinnis

Oversize Materials Box
Folder  Reminisces II of Ballets Russes Dancers Proofs
1
       BM-010-B002   2000 June
       Book proof Pages